Origins and conducting pathways of motor evoked potentials elicited by transcranial (vertex-hard palate) stimulation in cats.
Spinal cord evoked potentials were elicited in cats by transcranial electrical stimulation with electrodes on the vertex and hard palate. Vertex motor evoked potentials (V-MEP) were also recorded. An extracellular microelectrode recording technique was then used to analyze the results by isopotential mapping. The relationship between the distribution of field potentials and the stimulation polarity was studied using the field potential distribution of the V-MEP in the lower thoracic spinal cord that had been represented on the isopotential maps. The first negative wave of the V-MEP showed maximal amplitude distribution in the anterior funiculus, which corresponds to the extrapyramidal tracts. This pattern was seen with both stimulation polarity arrangements: 1) stimulation with the cathode at the vertex and the anode at the hard palate, and 2) stimulation with the anode at the vertex and the cathode at the hard palate. When the cathode was at the vertex, the stimulation threshold was lower, and the response had higher amplitude than when the anode was at the vertex. Recording V-MEPs elicited by vertex cathode stimulation could provide an excellent method of monitoring the extrapyramidal tracts in cats.